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      ArcGIS Enterprise 11.3 Issues Addressed List 

 
 

ArcGIS Data Store 

Top 

BUG-000130912 
When validating the ArcGIS Data Store from the Server Administrator Directory, an error 
"WARNING: Validate: Failed to check layers extent." is returned. 

BUG-000135559 
Unable to upgrade ArcGIS relational data store if the region of the machine hosting ArcGIS 
Server and Data Store is changed. 

BUG-000162528 A file based tile cache data store backup fails to restore after its upgraded to version 11.2. 

BUG-000162950 Configuring backup locations in us-east-1 on AWS fail with invalid region. 

BUG-000164209 
Webhook processors fail after upgrading the ArcGIS Data Store relational data store to version 
11.2. 

ENH-000162642 
Highly available configurations of the relational data store should show status healthy with 
warning if replication is not working. 

 

ArcGIS Enterprise Portal 

Analysis 

Top 

BUG-000162737 
The Extract Data tool does not honor 'Display extent' as the Processing Extent settings when 
exporting to file geodatabase. 

ENH-000167467 Add support for a new analysis tool named Calculate Composite Index. 

ENH-000167468 Add support for new time parameters for the Find Point Clusters tool. 

 

ArcGIS Dashboards 

Top 

BUG-000158805  
In ArcGIS Dashboards, the title and other elements supporting rich text such as indicators and 
lists do not have the HTML abbr tag maintained. 

BUG-000163118  
The List element in ArcGIS Dashboards does not display when the symbology is changed from 
'Single symbol' to 'Unique'. 

BUG-000164640  
Layers in ArcGIS Dashboards do not load from a disconnected portal deployment due to 
references to js.arcgis.com. 

ENH-000114450  Provide support for 3D scenes in ArcGIS Dashboards. 

ENH-000118506    Implement Splash Screen in ArcGIS Dashboards. 

ENH-000130882  Support the contains operator in the Category Selector.  

ENH-000154058  
Provide additional Tab Stops for List and Indicator elements and for Stacked element tabs 
when working with keyboard navigators in ArcGIS Dashboards. 
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ArcGIS Experience Builder 

Top 

BUG-000131950 
In the ArcGIS Experience Builder City Explorer shared template, to switch from Fill to Fit is not 
possible when editing an image in the List widget. 

BUG-000139897 On some devices or browsers, embedded videos are autoplay in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141693 
Widgets fail to load after reloading the application with multiple feature selections in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141784 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the image attached in the Card widget is not displaying correctly 
when viewing it on iPad. 

BUG-000142080 
Sorting a feature for the Table widget does not sort fields right after exiting from the 
configuration settings window. 

BUG-000143735 
Rotating iOS devices from their initial position while viewing Experience Builder apps from a 
browser tends to remove the bottom edge of the main page while also potentially cutting off 
image widget pictures. 

BUG-000149009 
In an Experience on a mobile device, when navigating to a page that contains a Table widget, 
then going back to the homepage and clicking a Card that contains a link to a different page, 
the link does not work.  

BUG-000149045 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not honor the Cache answer settings of 
the survey. 

BUG-000150584 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder fails to submit when 60 minutes or more have 
passed since the application was launched. 

BUG-000151236 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Utility Network Trace widget selections do not trigger the 
map filter from selection action triggers. 

BUG-000151719 
Features selected on the map are not getting removed while applying reset to the query in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000151729 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Bookmarks widget does not honor the 'Daylight' or 'Weather' 
settings. 

BUG-000154390 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the 'Zoom to' action for the List widget does not work for map 
image layers in Portal for ArcGIS 10.9.1. 

BUG-000154827 XSS vulnerability in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Embed widget. 

BUG-000155158 
Result Record Count causes the query to not display results when utilizing the Select tool in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder with a large dataset. 

BUG-000156035 
After publishing a layer to ArcGIS Online that contains a field with a date and time format, the 
Filter widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder is unable to filter the field and returns empty results. 

BUG-000156676 
ArcGIS Experience Builder Query widget exports all source layer fields, even if the fields are not 
included in the Results filter option of the widget. 

BUG-000157540 
The initially selected feature and pop-up from the Map widget are retained when selecting the 
next feature from the List widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000158319 
ArcGIS Experience Builder is allowed to open in edit mode for members with a custom role 
when the experience is not in a shared update group with the member. 

BUG-000158439 
The error message, “Your account does not have permission to create or modify content” is 
returned while trying to view or edit an app created by another administrator account in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 
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BUG-000159088 
The number of features selected by the Select tool on the Map widget in an ArcGIS Experience 
Builder app is limited to the maxRecordCount property of the feature service. 

BUG-000159251 
Widgets that have been renamed in ArcGIS Experience Builder cannot have their configuration 
changed. 

BUG-000159280 
When editing an experience app, ArcGIS Experience Builder does not allow adding new 
widgets, and the error message "Cannot read properties of undefined (reading 'manifest')" is 
returned on the widgets pane. 

BUG-000159325 
Anchored windows in ArcGIS Experience Builder are not working when the 'Click outside to 
close window' option is enabled. 

BUG-000159402 
Features are not filtered when applying a filter on a pie chart in ArcGIS Experience Builder 
based on a field that has mismatched displayed and coded values. 

BUG-000159476 
The 'Show/hide columns' tool in the Table widget for ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work 
on Android devices. 

BUG-000159478 
The 'Show/hide columns' tool in the Table widget for ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work 
on iOS devices. 

BUG-000159538 

When a Map widget is placed within another Map widget (with multiple maps) in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder, the following error is returned when attempting to switch between the 
maps: "Failed to execute 'insertBefore' on 'Node': The node before which the new node is to 
be inserted is not a child of this node." 

BUG-000159599 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Chart widget does not load as expected and the error 
message, "Fail to load" is returned. 

BUG-000159643 
When searching for attributes in the web map widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the map is 
automatically zoomed out to a scale of 1:1000 instead of panned and zoomed directly to the 
attribute. 

BUG-000159657 

In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the following error message is returned when the Table widget 
has sheet(s), "Minified React error #185; visit https://reactjs.org/docs/error-
decoder.html?invariant=185 for the full message or use the non-minified dev environment for 
full errors and additional helpful warnings." 

BUG-000159703 
When using the line chart in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the color of the value point in the 
legend is not displayed correctly when the color is changed. 

BUG-000159840 
Changes to action trigger data sources are not retained for the Search widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000160023 
The framework selection trigger in the Map widget does not filter the Feature Info widget 
returns when using a referenced feature service from ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 within ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000160098 
Documentation for the ArcGIS Experience Builder Draw widget has insufficient information 
about 'Relative to ground' and 'On the ground' 3D drawing effect methods. 

BUG-000160253 
A scrolling page with the Flyer screen group is not zooming in the correct bookmark in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000160322 Padding color in the Grid Widget does not preserve the color once published or previewed. 

BUG-000160327 
The Filter widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder becomes disabled when grouped layers have 
one data source that is unavailable. 

BUG-000160451 
When selecting a feature and searching in the Search widget placed outside of the Map 
widget, the dynamic text retains records of the prior search in the ArcGIS Experience Builder 
tab. 

BUG-000160490 
ArcGIS Experience Builder prompts for ArcGIS Online login when an app with a Subscriber 
content is shared publicly. 
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BUG-000160633 
When selecting features from the map using the Query widget with a buffer, ArcGIS 
Experience Builder fails to include the query results from the buffered area in a linked Table 
widget. 

BUG-000160765 ArcGIS Experience Builder has an XSS vulnerability. 

BUG-000160773 
Using URL parameters with special characters in ArcGIS Experience Builder returns inconsistent 
results. 

BUG-000161101 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Search widget returns numeric values starting with one ('1') 
before returning values starting with the search parameters. 

BUG-000161121 
Grouping values for pie charts in ArcGIS Experience Builder filter data incorrectly when a 
trigger is set. 

BUG-000161251 
An image shape reverts to default after navigating to a different page in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder. 

BUG-000161553 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Feature Info widget returns an empty result when performing 
a spatial query with Arcade expression if the feature layer has a geographic coordinate system 
spatial reference. 

BUG-000161734 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Map widget displays names for tabs but reverts to random 
numbers when more than two widgets are added to a single tab. 

BUG-000161881 
When using ObjectID as the key in the message action of a chart and map, there is a mismatch 
between the chart and map. 

BUG-000161883 
The legend in the Widget Controller widget intermittently opens outside of the extent of the 
experience which causes the app to shift. 

BUG-000161897 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, deleting a bookmark in the Bookmark widget makes the 
bookmark name incorrect in the parameters. 

BUG-000161967 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Survey widget fails to submit surveys after idling for one hour or 
longer. 

BUG-000161974 
When editing an existing feature record in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the app does recognize 
the existing geometry unless the app is refreshed, or the 'Auto refresh' option is enabled for 
the layer. 

BUG-000162380 
The Analysis widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work when WMS or WMTS layers 
are used in a web map. 

BUG-000162384 
Unable to open the dynamic content panel of the Text widget when editing an experience for 
medium screens. 

BUG-000162387 The background of the pop-up box is gray in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000162427 
Editable fields do not display in the Edit widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder when the 
'Attribute only' option is selected. 

BUG-000162524 
Exporting data from an ArcGIS Experience Builder widget fails when the app is embedded 
within ArcGIS StoryMaps. 

BUG-000162597 
When attempting to delete dynamic content in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Text and List 
widgets do not allow users to delete it or add more dynamic content. 

BUG-000162659 
Scene Layers in a different projection than WGS do not display popups in the ArcGIS 
Experience Builder at lower zoom levels. 

BUG-000162684 
The output name chosen when running any of the spatial analysis tools from the Analysis 
widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder is not honored when the result layers are added to the 
map. 

BUG-000162688 
Unable to use multiple Edit widgets for one layer in ArcGIS Experience Builder as the widget 
does not update. 
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BUG-000162708 Unable to select trigger data when configuring Actions for the Map widget. 

BUG-000162729 
When an attribute containing HTML tags is selected through the Filter widget, the HTML 
formatting is correctly displayed in the results list, but the tags are visible when the option is 
selected. 

BUG-000162797 
The configured view for an empty selection returns the "No data found." warning message in 
the Chart widget when 'Category type' is 'By group' in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000162887 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder displays the name instead of the label when 
the 'Edit an existing record' mode is configured. 

BUG-000162942 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the 'Show pop-up upon feature selection' option returns a blank 
pop-up if the feature service used to configure the Search, List, or Table widget was published 
from ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000163005 
Data that is no longer accessible causes an unexpected login prompt in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder. 

BUG-000163059 
Using an Arcade expression in a clustering aggregation feature layer and exporting the web 
map to ArcGIS Experience Builder results in a no cluster summary appearing in Browse 
Features and the error, "The information for this feature could not be displayed". 

BUG-000163084 
Pop-ups stop displaying after being displayed briefly for particular features with binning 
enabled and a bin size of at least the sixth largest when viewed in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163104 
Unable to configure ArcGIS Experience Builder with a single sign-on (SSO) authentication 
environment. 

BUG-000163407 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder COUNT operator in the dynamic Text widget does not provide 
the count when many features (300+) are selected using the Select tool of the Map widget. 

BUG-000163556 
An ArcGIS Experience Builder experience with a Direction widget still prompts to sign in even 
when authorized for public access when using the Actions pop-up. 

BUG-000163557 
If a map service's root REST endpoint URL is added to a map, the pop-up for the first feature 
selected disappears quickly when interacting with the map in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163690 The Near Me widget becomes slow when adding more than 15 layers for proximity analysis. 

BUG-000163706 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Coordinate widget provides the wrong coordinates for degrees 
decimal minute. 

BUG-000163839 
Administrators or the owner of an editable hosted feature layer without query capability 
(when editing settings are configured to 'Add' only and 'Editors can't see any features, even 
those they add') cannot see features in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163939 
When adding a large number of layers (>20) when configuring the Near Me widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder, the experience stops responding and crashes. 

BUG-000164150 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, adding a KML file through the Add Data widget returns the error 
"The file cannot be successfully uploaded." 

BUG-000164292 
The layer window appears behind the window of the Analysis widget when inside the Widget 
Controller widget, preventing user selection. 

BUG-000164444 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the pop-up is unresponsive on the first click but opens on the 
second click for a specific map service. 

BUG-000164939 
The configuration page for certain widgets in ArcGIS Experience Builder Foldable templates is 
not available when viewed from the sidebar while editing the application. 

BUG-000165166 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, uploading a GeoJSON file using the Add Data widget for an 
ArcGIS Enterprise environment produces ERROR 000800. 

BUG-000165426 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Filter widget does not work for a web scene published from 
ArcGIS Pro to ArcGIS Online. 
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BUG-000165493 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Custom Mobile view configurations returns a 'Cannot read 
properties of null (reading 'appBuilderSync')' error for View Navigation widgets. 

BUG-000165547 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, a List widget connected to an Edit widget by the 'Select data 
records' action framework connecting with the same layer does not pull the information from 
the List widget to the Edit widget. 

BUG-000165551 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the dynamic content in List Widget does not appear for "Sum of 
Intersected Area" when pulling information from the Near Me widget. 

BUG-000165603 ArcGIS Experience Builder does not load for ArcGIS Online trial subscriptions. 

BUG-000165608 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Feature Info widget 'Selected features' view does not display 
the information for map image layers configured with a join in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000165621 
A public ArcGIS Experience Builder app prompts for login when including a web scene with a 
proxy scene layer with stored credentials. 

BUG-000165699 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, adding a KML or GeoJSON file through the Add Data widget fails 
and the following error message, "The file cannot be successfully uploaded." is returned. 

ENH-000130296 
Provide the ability to automatically displaying pop-ups for selected features in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

ENH-000137373 Add functionality for Group Filter widget to ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000142464 
Provide the ability to use the Shift key to add the features to the current selected features in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000145383 
Provide users with the ability to customize and edit tooltips for the Chart Widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

ENH-000146850 
Add support in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Chart Widget to include capabilities to 
summarize values by split fields. 

ENH-000146901 
An ArcGIS Experience Builder app must be published before it can be downloaded and 
deployed to a web server. 

ENH-000150230 
Provide the functionality to Show a pop-up when the feature or location is found for the 
search widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000150608 
Add support in ArcGIS Experience Builder for the Map Layers widget to have an option to 
search and filter for layers. 

ENH-000151150 Add "Split by field" option in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000151288 Display the number of features in the Table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000151747 
Allow URL parameters like those in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder to be used to control the map 
display in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000152293 
Add the ability to remove the mask and have the fixed window automatically closed before 
selecting the other choices in the List widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000153037 Allow editing of related table records in Edit widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000153909 
Add the filter tool to the table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder so the user can create SQL 
Expressions, similar to what is available in Web AppBuilder. 

ENH-000154487 Support disabling feature selection for specific layers in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000155382 
Allow the select tool in the ArcGIS Experience Builder map widget to select more than 100 
features (points, lines, polygons) at a time. 

ENH-000156778 Allow the use of URL parameters when sharing apps built with ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000157384 
In the ArcGIS Experience Builder Directions widget, add an option to route to/from features 
selected in the Map widget. 

ENH-000158009 
Enable the ability to Customize layers setting if multiple Map Layers widgets are connected to 
the same Map widget. 
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ENH-000158796 
Enhance the documentation to explain why "npm ci" should be run after changes or upgrades 
the NodeJS version on their machine. 

ENH-000160179 
The Lasso tool should give an option to freehand selection area instead of placing vertices one 
by one in ArcGIS Experience Builder app. 

ENH-000160963 
Provide in the search functionality of the Filter Widget the possibility to increase the number 
of records to be searched in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000161357 Update the social media icon for Twitter (bird logo) to “X” on ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000161548 
The ability to use the Shift and Ctrl keys to add and remove features from a selection is absent 
from the Map widget's Select tool in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000162367 
Enhance the ‘Widget Controller’ widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder application to have a 
minimize button. 

ENH-000162456 Move the template selection above the title in the print widget of ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000163763 
Add a loading icon when opening a pop-up from the web map in ArcGIS Experience Builder 
(similar to Map Viewer). 

ENH-000164392 
Provide the ability to render calcite components such as calcite notice in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder custom widgets. 

BUG-000131950 
In the ArcGIS Experience Builder City Explorer shared template, to switch from Fill to Fit is not 
possible when editing an image in the List widget. 

BUG-000139897 On some devices or browsers, embedded videos are autoplay in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141693 
Widgets fail to load after reloading the application with multiple feature selections in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141784 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the image attached in the Card widget is not displaying correctly 
when viewing it on iPad. 

BUG-000142080 
Sorting a feature for the Table widget does not sort fields right after exiting from the 
configuration settings window. 

BUG-000143735 
Rotating iOS devices from their initial position while viewing Experience Builder apps from a 
browser tends to remove the bottom edge of the main page while also potentially cutting off 
image widget pictures. 

BUG-000149009 
In an Experience on a mobile device, when navigating to a page that contains a Table widget, 
then going back to the homepage and clicking a Card that contains a link to a different page, 
the link does not work.  

BUG-000149045 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not honor the Cache answer settings of 
the survey. 

BUG-000150584 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder fails to submit when 60 minutes or more have 
passed since the application was launched. 

BUG-000151236 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Utility Network Trace widget selections do not trigger the 
map filter from selection action triggers. 

BUG-000151719 
Features selected on the map are not getting removed while applying reset to the query in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000151729 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Bookmarks widget does not honor the 'Daylight' or 'Weather' 
settings. 

BUG-000154390 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the 'Zoom to' action for the List widget does not work for map 
image layers in Portal for ArcGIS 10.9.1. 

BUG-000154827 XSS vulnerability in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Embed widget. 

BUG-000155158 
Result Record Count causes the query to not display results when utilizing the Select tool in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder with a large dataset. 
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BUG-000156035 
After publishing a layer to ArcGIS Online that contains a field with a date and time format, the 
Filter widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder is unable to filter the field and returns empty results. 

BUG-000156676 
ArcGIS Experience Builder Query widget exports all source layer fields, even if the fields are not 
included in the Results filter option of the widget. 

BUG-000157540 
The initially selected feature and pop-up from the Map widget are retained when selecting the 
next feature from the List widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000158319 
ArcGIS Experience Builder is allowed to open in edit mode for members with a custom role 
when the experience is not in a shared update group with the member. 

BUG-000158439 
The error message, “Your account does not have permission to create or modify content” is 
returned while trying to view or edit an app created by another administrator account in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000159088 
The number of features selected by the Select tool on the Map widget in an ArcGIS Experience 
Builder app is limited to the maxRecordCount property of the feature service. 

BUG-000159251 
Widgets that have been renamed in ArcGIS Experience Builder cannot have their configuration 
changed. 

BUG-000159280 
When editing an experience app, ArcGIS Experience Builder does not allow adding new 
widgets, and the error message "Cannot read properties of undefined (reading 'manifest')" is 
returned on the widgets pane. 

BUG-000159325 
Anchored windows in ArcGIS Experience Builder are not working when the 'Click outside to 
close window' option is enabled. 

BUG-000159402 
Features are not filtered when applying a filter on a pie chart in ArcGIS Experience Builder 
based on a field that has mismatched displayed and coded values. 

BUG-000159476 
The 'Show/hide columns' tool in the Table widget for ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work 
on Android devices. 

BUG-000159478 
The 'Show/hide columns' tool in the Table widget for ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work 
on iOS devices. 

BUG-000159538 

When a Map widget is placed within another Map widget (with multiple maps) in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder, the following error is returned when attempting to switch between the 
maps: "Failed to execute 'insertBefore' on 'Node': The node before which the new node is to 
be inserted is not a child of this node." 

BUG-000159599 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Chart widget does not load as expected and the error 
message, "Fail to load" is returned. 

BUG-000159643 
When searching for attributes in the web map widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the map is 
automatically zoomed out to a scale of 1:1000 instead of panned and zoomed directly to the 
attribute. 

BUG-000159657 

In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the following error message is returned when the Table widget 
has sheet(s), "Minified React error #185; visit https://reactjs.org/docs/error-
decoder.html?invariant=185 for the full message or use the non-minified dev environment for 
full errors and additional helpful warnings." 

BUG-000159703 
When using the line chart in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the color of the value point in the 
legend is not displayed correctly when the color is changed. 

BUG-000159840 
Changes to action trigger data sources are not retained for the Search widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000160023 
The framework selection trigger in the Map widget does not filter the Feature Info widget 
returns when using a referenced feature service from ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 within ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 
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BUG-000160098 
Documentation for the ArcGIS Experience Builder Draw widget has insufficient information 
about 'Relative to ground' and 'On the ground' 3D drawing effect methods. 

BUG-000160253 
A scrolling page with the Flyer screen group is not zooming in the correct bookmark in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000160322 Padding color in the Grid Widget does not preserve the color once published or previewed. 

BUG-000160327 
The Filter widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder becomes disabled when grouped layers have 
one data source that is unavailable. 

BUG-000160451 
When selecting a feature and searching in the Search widget placed outside of the Map 
widget, the dynamic text retains records of the prior search in the ArcGIS Experience Builder 
tab. 

BUG-000160490 
ArcGIS Experience Builder prompts for ArcGIS Online login when an app with a Subscriber 
content is shared publicly. 

BUG-000160633 
When selecting features from the map using the Query widget with a buffer, ArcGIS 
Experience Builder fails to include the query results from the buffered area in a linked Table 
widget. 

BUG-000160765 ArcGIS Experience Builder has an XSS vulnerability. 

BUG-000160773 
Using URL parameters with special characters in ArcGIS Experience Builder returns inconsistent 
results. 

BUG-000161101 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Search widget returns numeric values starting with one ('1') 
before returning values starting with the search parameters. 

BUG-000161121 
Grouping values for pie charts in ArcGIS Experience Builder filter data incorrectly when a 
trigger is set. 

BUG-000161251 
An image shape reverts to default after navigating to a different page in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder. 

BUG-000161553 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Feature Info widget returns an empty result when performing 
a spatial query with Arcade expression if the feature layer has a geographic coordinate system 
spatial reference. 

BUG-000161734 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Map widget displays names for tabs but reverts to random 
numbers when more than two widgets are added to a single tab. 

BUG-000161881 
When using ObjectID as the key in the message action of a chart and map, there is a mismatch 
between the chart and map. 

BUG-000161883 
The legend in the Widget Controller widget intermittently opens outside of the extent of the 
experience which causes the app to shift. 

BUG-000161897 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, deleting a bookmark in the Bookmark widget makes the 
bookmark name incorrect in the parameters. 

BUG-000161967 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Survey widget fails to submit surveys after idling for one hour or 
longer. 

BUG-000161974 
When editing an existing feature record in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the app does recognize 
the existing geometry unless the app is refreshed, or the 'Auto refresh' option is enabled for 
the layer. 

BUG-000162380 
The Analysis widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not work when WMS or WMTS layers 
are used in a web map. 

BUG-000162384 
Unable to open the dynamic content panel of the Text widget when editing an experience for 
medium screens. 

BUG-000162387 The background of the pop-up box is gray in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 
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BUG-000162427 
Editable fields do not display in the Edit widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder when the 
'Attribute only' option is selected. 

BUG-000162524 
Exporting data from an ArcGIS Experience Builder widget fails when the app is embedded 
within ArcGIS StoryMaps. 

BUG-000162597 
When attempting to delete dynamic content in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Text and List 
widgets do not allow users to delete it or add more dynamic content. 

BUG-000162659 
Scene Layers in a different projection than WGS do not display popups in the ArcGIS 
Experience Builder at lower zoom levels. 

BUG-000162684 
The output name chosen when running any of the spatial analysis tools from the Analysis 
widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder is not honored when the result layers are added to the 
map. 

BUG-000162688 
Unable to use multiple Edit widgets for one layer in ArcGIS Experience Builder as the widget 
does not update. 

BUG-000162708 Unable to select trigger data when configuring Actions for the Map widget. 

BUG-000162729 
When an attribute containing HTML tags is selected through the Filter widget, the HTML 
formatting is correctly displayed in the results list, but the tags are visible when the option is 
selected. 

BUG-000162797 
The configured view for an empty selection returns the "No data found." warning message in 
the Chart widget when 'Category type' is 'By group' in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000162887 
The Survey widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder displays the name instead of the label when 
the 'Edit an existing record' mode is configured. 

BUG-000162942 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the 'Show pop-up upon feature selection' option returns a blank 
pop-up if the feature service used to configure the Search, List, or Table widget was published 
from ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000163005 
Data that is no longer accessible causes an unexpected login prompt in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder. 

BUG-000163059 
Using an Arcade expression in a clustering aggregation feature layer and exporting the web 
map to ArcGIS Experience Builder results in a no cluster summary appearing in Browse 
Features and the error, "The information for this feature could not be displayed". 

BUG-000163084 
Pop-ups stop displaying after being displayed briefly for particular features with binning 
enabled and a bin size of at least the sixth largest when viewed in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163104 
Unable to configure ArcGIS Experience Builder with a single sign-on (SSO) authentication 
environment. 

BUG-000163407 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder COUNT operator in the dynamic Text widget does not provide 
the count when many features (300+) are selected using the Select tool of the Map widget. 

BUG-000163556 
An ArcGIS Experience Builder experience with a Direction widget still prompts to sign in even 
when authorized for public access when using the Actions pop-up. 

BUG-000163557 
If a map service's root REST endpoint URL is added to a map, the pop-up for the first feature 
selected disappears quickly when interacting with the map in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163690 The Near Me widget becomes slow when adding more than 15 layers for proximity analysis. 

BUG-000163706 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Coordinate widget provides the wrong coordinates for degrees 
decimal minute. 

BUG-000163839 
Administrators or the owner of an editable hosted feature layer without query capability 
(when editing settings are configured to 'Add' only and 'Editors can't see any features, even 
those they add') cannot see features in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000163939 
When adding a large number of layers (>20) when configuring the Near Me widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder, the experience stops responding and crashes. 
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BUG-000164150 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, adding a KML file through the Add Data widget returns the error 
"The file cannot be successfully uploaded." 

BUG-000164292 
The layer window appears behind the window of the Analysis widget when inside the Widget 
Controller widget, preventing user selection. 

BUG-000164444 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the pop-up is unresponsive on the first click but opens on the 
second click for a specific map service. 

BUG-000164939 
The configuration page for certain widgets in ArcGIS Experience Builder Foldable templates is 
not available when viewed from the sidebar while editing the application. 

BUG-000165166 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, uploading a GeoJSON file using the Add Data widget for an 
ArcGIS Enterprise environment produces ERROR 000800. 

BUG-000165426 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Filter widget does not work for a web scene published from 
ArcGIS Pro to ArcGIS Online. 

BUG-000165493 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Custom Mobile view configurations returns a 'Cannot read 
properties of null (reading 'appBuilderSync')' error for View Navigation widgets. 

BUG-000165547 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, a List widget connected to an Edit widget by the 'Select data 
records' action framework connecting with the same layer does not pull the information from 
the List widget to the Edit widget. 

BUG-000165551 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the dynamic content in List Widget does not appear for "Sum of 
Intersected Area" when pulling information from the Near Me widget. 

BUG-000165603 ArcGIS Experience Builder does not load for ArcGIS Online trial subscriptions. 

BUG-000165608 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Feature Info widget 'Selected features' view does not display 
the information for map image layers configured with a join in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000165621 
A public ArcGIS Experience Builder app prompts for login when including a web scene with a 
proxy scene layer with stored credentials. 

BUG-000165699 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, adding a KML or GeoJSON file through the Add Data widget fails 
and the following error message, "The file cannot be successfully uploaded." is returned. 

ENH-000130296 
Provide the ability to automatically displaying pop-ups for selected features in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

ENH-000137373 Add functionality for Group Filter widget to ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000142464 
Provide the ability to use the Shift key to add the features to the current selected features in 
ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000145383 
Provide users with the ability to customize and edit tooltips for the Chart Widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

ENH-000146850 
Add support in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Chart Widget to include capabilities to 
summarize values by split fields. 

ENH-000146901 
An ArcGIS Experience Builder app must be published before it can be downloaded and 
deployed to a web server. 

ENH-000150230 
Provide the functionality to Show a pop-up when the feature or location is found for the 
search widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000150608 
Add support in ArcGIS Experience Builder for the Map Layers widget to have an option to 
search and filter for layers. 

ENH-000151150 Add "Split by field" option in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000151288 Display the number of features in the Table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000151747 
Allow URL parameters like those in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder to be used to control the map 
display in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 
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ENH-000152293 
Add the ability to remove the mask and have the fixed window automatically closed before 
selecting the other choices in the List widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000153037 Allow editing of related table records in Edit widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000153909 
Add the filter tool to the table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder so the user can create SQL 
Expressions, similar to what is available in Web AppBuilder. 

ENH-000154487 Support disabling feature selection for specific layers in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000155382 
Allow the select tool in the ArcGIS Experience Builder map widget to select more than 100 
features (points, lines, polygons) at a time. 

ENH-000156778 Allow the use of URL parameters when sharing apps built with ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000157384 
In the ArcGIS Experience Builder Directions widget, add an option to route to/from features 
selected in the Map widget. 

ENH-000158009 
Enable the ability to Customize layers setting if multiple Map Layers widgets are connected to 
the same Map widget. 

ENH-000158796 
Enhance the documentation to explain why "npm ci" should be run after changes or upgrades 
the NodeJS version on their machine. 

ENH-000160179 
The Lasso tool should give an option to freehand selection area instead of placing vertices one 
by one in ArcGIS Experience Builder app. 

ENH-000160963 
Provide in the search functionality of the Filter Widget the possibility to increase the number 
of records to be searched in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000161357 Update the social media icon for Twitter (bird logo) to “X” on ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000161548 
The ability to use the Shift and Ctrl keys to add and remove features from a selection is absent 
from the Map widget's Select tool in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000162367 
Enhance the ‘Widget Controller’ widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder application to have a 
minimize button. 

ENH-000162456 Move the template selection above the title in the print widget of ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000163763 
Add a loading icon when opening a pop-up from the web map in ArcGIS Experience Builder 
(similar to Map Viewer). 

ENH-000164392 
Provide the ability to render calcite components such as calcite notice in ArcGIS Experience 
Builder custom widgets. 

 

ArcGIS Web AppBuilder 

Top 

BUG-000128896 
The ArcGIS Web AppBuilder edit widget does not honor the edit settings in the web map when 
the editable hosted feature layers are added to the web map after the edit widget is 
configured. 

BUG-000157001 
The Smart Editor widget features with Arcade expressions are not drawing when the attribute 
table containing 50 fields is open in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

BUG-000162335 
The Smart Editor widget 'Show drawing options' drop-down menu remains on the screen until 
the web app is reloaded if the widget is closed while the drop-down menu is visible. 

BUG-000164338 
In ArcGIS Web AppBuilder, there is a problem when choosing the value in the Smart Editor 
drop-down menu. 
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Distributed Collaboration 

Top 

BUG-000134700 
When using Distributed Collaboration to share a hosted feature layer or hosted feature layer 
view include the sublayer metadata. 

BUG-000158888 
When using Distributed Collaboration to synchronize a feature class between ArcGIS Enterprise 
and ArcGIS Online, the request fails with a 413 error. 

BUG-000158958 The Distributed Collaboration content filter only shows 25 items despite more being available. 

BUG-000163020 
Unable to open a PDF item when shared, using Distributed Collaboration, to an ArcGIS Online 
organization located in an EU or APAC region. 

BUG-000164335 
Feature service edits fail to by synchronized when the guest in a Distributed Collaboration has 
a multi-machine deployment architecture. 

BUG-000167513 
When an item with stored credentials is added to a web map and shared to a distributed 
collaboration, reference the source item URL in the destination web map. 

ENH-000131001 
Document best practices for managing Global IDS when content is shared using Distributed 
Collaboration. 

 

Home Application 

Top 

BUG-000125220 Unable to access a hosted feature layer view's metadata. 

BUG-000135530 In the item details page, the RSS feed for comments returns an incorrect URL. 

BUG-000144107 
When editing the app launcher's approved applications list, clicking cancel removes all 
configured custom images. 

BUG-000158128 
Unable to set the new member default group when the administrator is not the owner and the 
group is configured to not allow all group members to contribute. 

BUG-000161781 Unable to open a hosted tile layer’s item details page 10 days after creation. 

BUG-000162068 Performance of the group details page degrades as the number of invited members increases. 

BUG-000162671 Unable to view the legacy home page until users are authenticated within Portal for ArcGIS. 

BUG-000162711 
When the search query for members in the group invite member dialog includes a colon ':", do 
not return Esri system members and honor member filters. 

BUG-000164088 
Simplified Chinese characters are displayed when the user's language is set to Traditional 
Chinese Language in an ArcGIS Enterprise portal. 

BUG-000165001 
When editing the access notice in the organization settings, separate lines of text are saved as 
HTML tag elements. 

BUG-000167501 
Edits made to the modern home page are not reflected on the home page in some upgraded 
Portal for ArcGIS environments. 

BUG-000167503 
When canSharePublic is false, disable the option for non-administrators to create groups 
shared to everyone. 

BUG-000167544 
The home page navigation bar in Portal for ArcGIS does not display correctly after updating the 
browser to Chrome 127 or Edge 127. 

ENH-000135294 
Support the ability for a group owner or group manager to receive a notification when a 
member requests to join their group. 
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ENH-000140889 Add the ability to get a notification when any user request to join to a group 

ENH-000153040 Provide the ability for custom administrators to create administrative groups. 

ENH-000158899 Support the ability for members assigned a custom role to create Organization Reports. 

ENH-000167500 
Support the ability to schedule rebuilding the cache for hosted vector tile layers with 
associated hosted feature or map image layers. 

ENH-000167502 In the Add Members dialog, support names which exceed 40 characters. 

ENH-000167504 Support a new metadata editor experience in the ArcGIS Enterprise portal. 

ENH-000167505 
Add support for administrators to bulk delete multiple members from the ArcGIS Enterprise 
portal. 

ENH-000167506 
Support the ability for administrators to block organization members from accessing some Esri 
apps in ArcGIS Enterprise.  

ENH-000167507 
Support the ability to update ArcGIS Living Atlas items in your portal when new content is 
available. 

ENH-000167509 
Provide the ability to share custom print layout templates with a group and set it as the 
organization's layout template group to make the templates available for printing in Map 
Viewer. 

ENH-000167510 
Support Microsoft's new Entra ID service principal authentication when accessing files in Azure 
Blob storage containers. 

ENH-000167511 
For Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2, support SAS token and Entra ID using user-assigned or 
service principal authentication. 

ENH-000167512 
Support the ability for the owner of a database data store item and its bulk published layers, to 
set up a schedule to synchronize bulk published layers with their source datasets. 

ENH-000167525 
Enable server object extensions (SOEs) and server object interceptors (SOIs) on services from 
the item details page of map image layers. 

ENH-000167686 New military dictionary and hosted web styles have been added to the Esri curated content. 

BUG-000125220 Unable to access a hosted feature layer view's metadata. 

BUG-000135530 In the item details page, the RSS feed for comments returns an incorrect URL. 

BUG-000144107 
When editing the app launcher's approved applications list, clicking cancel removes all 
configured custom images. 

BUG-000158128 
Unable to set the new member default group when the administrator is not the owner and the 
group is configured to not allow all group members to contribute. 

BUG-000161781 Unable to open a hosted tile layer’s item details page 10 days after creation. 

BUG-000162068 Performance of the group details page degrades as the number of invited members increases. 

BUG-000162671 Unable to view the legacy home page until users are authenticated within Portal for ArcGIS. 

BUG-000162711 
When the search query for members in the group invite member dialog includes a colon ':", do 
not return Esri system members and honor member filters. 

BUG-000164088 
Simplified Chinese characters are displayed when the user's language is set to Traditional 
Chinese Language in an ArcGIS Enterprise portal. 

BUG-000165001 
When editing the access notice in the organization settings, separate lines of text are saved as 
HTML tag elements. 

BUG-000167501 
Edits made to the modern home page are not reflected on the home page in some upgraded 
Portal for ArcGIS environments. 

BUG-000167503 
When canSharePublic is false, disable the option for non-administrators to create groups 
shared to everyone. 
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BUG-000167544 
The home page navigation bar in Portal for ArcGIS does not display correctly after updating the 
browser to Chrome 127 or Edge 127. 

ENH-000135294 
Support the ability for a group owner or group manager to receive a notification when a 
member requests to join their group. 

ENH-000140889 Add the ability to get a notification when any user request to join to a group 

ENH-000153040 Provide the ability for custom administrators to create administrative groups. 

ENH-000158899 Support the ability for members assigned a custom role to create Organization Reports. 

ENH-000167500 
Support the ability to schedule rebuilding the cache for hosted vector tile layers with 
associated hosted feature or map image layers. 

ENH-000167502 In the Add Members dialog, support names which exceed 40 characters. 

ENH-000167504 Support a new metadata editor experience in the ArcGIS Enterprise portal. 

ENH-000167505 
Add support for administrators to bulk delete multiple members from the ArcGIS Enterprise 
portal. 

ENH-000167506 
Support the ability for administrators to block organization members from accessing some Esri 
apps in ArcGIS Enterprise.  

ENH-000167507 
Support the ability to update ArcGIS Living Atlas items in your portal when new content is 
available. 

ENH-000167509 
Provide the ability to share custom print layout templates with a group and set it as the 
organization's layout template group to make the templates available for printing in Map 
Viewer. 

ENH-000167510 
Support Microsoft's new Entra ID service principal authentication when accessing files in Azure 
Blob storage containers. 

ENH-000167511 
For Azure Data Lake Storage Gen2, support SAS token and Entra ID using user-assigned or 
service principal authentication. 

ENH-000167512 
Support the ability for the owner of a database data store item and its bulk published layers, to 
set up a schedule to synchronize bulk published layers with their source datasets. 

ENH-000167525 
Enable server object extensions (SOEs) and server object interceptors (SOIs) on services from 
the item details page of map image layers. 

ENH-000167686 New military dictionary and hosted web styles have been added to the Esri curated content. 

 

Map Viewer 

Top 

BUG-000144617 
The visible range slider does not honor the minScale and maxScale properties configured on a 
map service. 

BUG-000156355 
Web Feature Services (WFS) working in Map Viewer Classic do not work in Map Viewer and 
return the error message, "WFS Service doesn't support GeoJSON output format". 

BUG-000160221 
Update sharing prompt persists when a shared map is saved and it is favorited by another 
user. 

BUG-000164505 There is a delay in launching the ‘Add layer from URL’ dialog. 

BUG-000164535 Unable to populate a field with a name containing the word 'shape' when creating a feature. 

BUG-000165944 The new Map Viewer in ArcGIS Enterprise Portal 11.2 fails to Add Layer from URL. 

BUG-000167545 
The Map Viewer navigation bar in Portal for ArcGIS does not display correctly after updating 
the browser to Chrome 127 or Edge 127. 
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ENH-000167515 Provide ability to view and edit related records for feature-to-feature relationships. 

ENH-000167516 Provide ability to browse and add custom 2D web styles in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000167517 Provide the ability to set a time zone for the web map. 

ENH-000167518 Provide ability to Save and Save As on Group Layer in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000167519 Provide ability to create box plots in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000167520 Add support for scale threshold on aggregated data in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000167521 Expand support for new field types in Map Viewer. 

 

Portal Framework 

Top 

ENH-000167523 
When exporting hosted feature layers from a group as a package, include the sublayer 
metadata. 

ENH-000167524 
Support an ArcGIS Portal Administrator REST API to return the total disk space and disk space 
used for Portal for ArcGIS. 

ENH-000167688 
Support the ability to query the Portal for ArcGIS logs for ArcGIS Portal Administrator REST API 
requests by unique request ID. 

Scene Viewer 

Top 

BUG-000155774 
Both the Offset Distance and Position parameters are not preserved when an ArcGIS Pro 3D 
style is published as a web style. 

BUG-000157104 
Scene Viewer does not honor an organization’s default map extent when a custom basemap is 
added with a custom extent. 

BUG-000162840 
Unable to enter spaces if the text is pasted into the Title field when saving scenes in Scene 
Viewer. 

 

Webhooks 

Top 

BUG-000163459 Updates to Service webhooks are not reflected in the next payload delivery.  

 

ArcGIS GeoEvent Server 

Top 

BUG-000110644 
Values with decimal places are rounded off intermittently in the output generated while using 
a geoevent definition with double field types and the 'Write to CSV' output. 
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BUG-000134048 
Accessing a HTML page site directly when logging in to ArcGIS GeoEvent Manager returns an 
error message about the inability to retrieve items as connectors along with a message, 'Your 
session has expired. Please log-in again.' 

BUG-000142579 
The GeoEvent documentation needs an updated screenshot of ArcGIS GeoEvent Manager for 
versions 10.9 and 10.8.1. 

BUG-000150544 
GeoEvent's 'store latest' feature layer as part of a stream service output fails to query correctly 
when the TRACK_ID field is an integer. 

BUG-000155853 
The Field Mapper Processor changes attribute data to a null value for any field name 
containing a colon. 

BUG-000167007 
Receive JSON on a WebSocket Connector displays an error indication when added to a 
GeoEvent Service. 

BUG-000167011 The AIS Connector for GeoEvent Server add-on is reporting the incorrect draught. 

BUG-000167012 The AIS Connector for GeoEvent Server add-on is reporting the incorrect speed over ground. 

ENH-000118471 
Provide a message indicating that data store synchronization has completed following "Sync" 
operation execution in ArcGIS GeoEvent Manager. 

ENH-000153972 Documentation of ArcGIS GeoEvent Server is incomplete about ports 2181, 2182, and 2190. 

 

ArcGIS Mission 

Top 

BUG-000165082 
ArcGIS Mission fails to return a helpful error message when creating a site with an invalid 
license. 

 
ArcGIS Notebook Server 

Top 

BUG-000158689 
The Notebook tab is displayed for users without sufficient permissions in Portal for ArcGIS Map 
Viewer Classic from the navigation ribbon. 

BUG-000160560 An error "500 : Internal Server Error" occurs when downloading notebook as "PDF via HTML". 

BUG-000163328 

Installing Docker Desktop for ArcGIS Notebook Server does not work for Windows Server 2019 
with the 4.25.0 release or higher in the URL link provided in the documentation and an error 
message is returned, "Incompatible Windows version. Docker Desktop requires Windows 10 or 
higher". 

BUG-000167499 
Webhook automation for notebooks does not work when two or more members have 
organization webhooks configured for the same event. 

ENH-000167490 Add support for running custom Notebook web tools in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000167491 
In ArcGIS Notebook Server Manager, provide a visual indicator on whether a machine's disk 
space is low. 

ENH-000167493 
From the "Code snippets" pane in the notebook editor, provide the ability to mark Notebook 
Code Snippet Library items as favorites. 

ENH-000167495 For Notebook web tools, add support for file data type as input and output. 
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ENH-000167496 
For ArcGIS Notebook Server, automatically import the root and intermediate certificates from 
a web server certificate’s trust chain as trusted root/intermediate authorities. 

ENH-000167497 
For ArcGIS Notebook Server on Windows, support Docker Engine from binaries as a container 
engine. 

ENH-000167498 
Add support for updating the title of a notebook from the inline title header of the notebook 
editor. 

 

 
ArcGIS Server 
 

Caching 

Top 

BUG-000161319 Vector tile layers sometimes display incomplete or blank tiles at certain scale levels. 

BUG-000162445 
Registering cloud data stores from ArcGIS Pro to ArcGIS Enterprise fails when using Microsoft 
Azure or Google providers. 

Data Reviewer 

Top 

BUG-000163312 
The Find Event Gaps check does not identify gaps on routes where the event is entirely 
missing. 

Disaster Recovery 

Top 

BUG-000162858 
Restore of Workflow Manager Server hosted services using the WebGISDR tool fails to retain 
_views_ services due to issue in service creation. 

BUG-000165312 
ArcGIS Server backup.py and restore.py do not restore Active Directory users' roles if they are 
assigned built-in roles. 

BUG-000166445 
Attempts to register additional machines during the import site can fail with an 'Admin URL 
unreachable' exception. 

BUG-000166495 
The WebGIS DR tool fails to restore a backup that is stored in cloud storage and the content is 
on the file system. 

BUG-000166511 
When restoring a Portal for ArcGIS backup, the restore fails when the source and target site 
directories do not match. 

BUG-000167441 
The ArcGIS Web Adaptor may become unconfigured during a restore of a highly available 
portal. 
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Enterprise Geodatabase 

Top 

BUG-000103293 
ArcSDESQLExecute returns an attribute error for CLOB/NCLOB columns, AttributeError: 
ArcSDESQLExecute: StreamBindOutputColumn ArcSDE Error -65"." 

BUG-000158464 Registering with a geodatabase of a View in SAP HANA returns the error, “ERROR 160333”. 

BUG-000160005 The Check Geometry tool fails on SDO_Geometry with m-values. 

BUG-000160111 
Updates to fields being referenced in a layer definition query for a sync replica lead to two 
inserts of the same object ID in the delta geodatabase and an error message, "UNIQUE 
constraint failed: T_6_Updates.OBJECTID" is returned during sync download. 

BUG-000160411 
SQL Server - The Enable Feature Binning" tool fails with the error "Stream Finished" if the 
feature class is owned by an Operating System Authenticated user." 

BUG-000160944 
Register with the geodatabase will fail with duplicate column error for a spatial table if the 
geometric data field is present. 

BUG-000160984 
The archive table does not get updated as expected when a feature is deleted from the 
versioned view of the feature class (Oracle using preserve_h option). 

BUG-000161662 Invalid ORACLE Database Objects (GDB_ARCHIVE_TRxxx - Trigger) after enabling NV archiving. 

BUG-000162081 
Change the upgrade enterprise geodatabase logic to update the ST_Within() and ST_Contains() 
ST_Geometry functions regardless of the PostgreSQL version. 

BUG-000162289 Branch versioning query performance. 

BUG-000162571 
Features with an attachment larger than 1GB fail to publish as hosted feature layers and leave 
orphaned tables in the ArcGIS Data Store. 

BUG-000162973 Remove the option recompile from branch versioned query statements. 

BUG-000163254 
In ArcGIS Pro, rebuilding a spatial index on a branch versioned feature class changes the index 
properties from ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = OFF to ALLOW_PAGE_LOCKS = ON. 

BUG-000163790 
Slow performance is observed when opening a web map in ArcGIS Field Maps containing 
feature layers with data registered as traditional versioned in a PostgreSQL geodatabase and a 
large number of edits in the delta tables. 

BUG-000164147 
Joins with duplicate column names with differing column definitions will treat all duplicate 
columns as if they had the definition of the first one. 

BUG-000164367 
Allow spatial queries to execute on the primary connection (not the connection pool), set 
proper cursor attributes and array fetch. 

BUG-000164368 Remove the binding used for pagination queries offset and next values. 

BUG-000165151 
Feature services accessing SAP Hana datastores allow multiple applyEdit calls on the same 
version in parallel. 

BUG-000165688 
Enabling topology for the utility network (UN) data coming from the SAP HANA database 
causes ArcGIS Pro to crash. 

BUG-000166701 Upgrading a geodatabase should resolve branch versioning metadata and data inconsistencies. 
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Feature Services 

Top 

BUG-000135509 
The warning message, "Service has tables that are not ready for sync" is displayed in the server 
log after publishing a map service that has a versioned feature class with no global_id field. 

BUG-000158489 
Receiving an "Inconsistent data registration types for layers" error when extracting the data of 
a Feature Service having both layers with and without archiving enabled. 

BUG-000159857 
Synchronizing between several offline areas does not work properly if the 
syncRowsMovedOutsideFilter parameter is set in the service definition of the referenced 
feature layer. 

BUG-000167472 
Create Point Scene Layer Content geoprocessing tool fails in Russian region language setting 
with decimal input. 

BUG-000167473 
The queryRelatedRecords does not take the definition expression into account when definition 
expression only true in the destination. 

 

GeoAnalytics 

Top 

BUG-000161879 
The ArcGIS GeoAnalytics Server Summarize Within tool fails on large datasets (more than 1 
million results). 

 

Geoprocessing Services 

Top 

BUG-000141373 
The Append tool fails to execute successfully when published as a web tool to ArcGIS 
Enterprise. 

BUG-000150187 
The map image layer generated from the published geoprocessing service does not respect 
sharing level from its source service. 
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GIS Server 

Top 

BUG-000161075 
Deleted geoprocessing services are showing up in ArcGIS Server debug logs with the error 
message "Unable to get service usage timeout for . Defaulting to server directory timeout. GP 
Service null/ not found." returned. 

ENH-000167451 
Improve performance of upgrading ArcGIS Server when there are a large number of hosted 
services. 

ENH-000167453 
Add support for the usage statistics RequestAvgWaitTime, RequestMaxWaitTime, 
RequestMinWaitTime. 

BUG-000168219 
When accessing a map or feature service shared publicly from an ArcGIS Server federated with 
Portal for ArcGIS, ArcGIS Server may return a 499 token required response if Portal for ArcGIS 
is down or inaccessible. 

 

High Availability 

Top 

BUG-000161866 Joining machines back to site during importSite fails due to HTTPS connection refused. 

BUG-000163922 
ExpirationCheck days for Certificates doesn't reflect the days in the loginformation of 
operationalhealth.py 

BUG-000163978 

Incorrect message (OH36) for a federated ArcGIS Server to an ArcGIS Enterprise base 
deployment (Registration of ArcGIS Data Store to a non-hosting server is not supported. The 
ArcGIS Data Store components should be unregistered from the site and uninstalled to 
conserve on system resources). 

ENH-000167684 Improve the performance of reconfiguring the standby portal after a failure. 

 

Linux 

Top 

BUG-000159008 Setting arcpy.mp PictureElement.sourceImage with a URL hangs in Linux. 

BUG-000161875 
Running geoprocessing tools on a dataset is taking longer on Python 3 than Python 2 in a Linux 
environment. 

BUG-000167460 The opensearch process may not be terminated after uninstalling on Linux. 
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Manager 

Top 

ENH-000167454 
Add support in ArcGIS Server Manager for registering custom data feeds and creating custom 
data feeds for feature services. 

ENH-000167455 
Add support in ArcGIS Server Manager for enabling or disabling schema locking for all services 
running shared instances. 

ENH-000167457 
Add support in ArcGIS Server Manager for registering Microsoft Azure Storage cloud data 
stores with service principal authentication identity type. 

 

Map Services 

Top 

BUG-000135659 
Publishing map services from ArcGIS Pro as shared instances makes the Lock Database Schema 
option unavailable. 

BUG-000140112 
Querying a registered map service layer fails when the input geometry is set to 
'returnGeometry = false' and 'returnDistinctValues = true'. 

BUG-000156380 
Unable to query the map service from the REST endpoint using the fully qualified name when 
applying a join with a feature class and a non-registered table. 

BUG-000161507 
The identify requests for map services published from mosaic datasets through ArcGIS Pro fail 
with an error 500, causing dump files to accumulate and fill up disk space. 

BUG-000162991 
When using the map service export operation with the clipping parameter, the operation 
crashes. 

BUG-000163847 
The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the mosaic dataset published as map service does not 
display individual pixel values in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000164497 
The map service layer REST resource reports False for the supportsPagination flag for BigQuery 
datasets. 

BUG-000164793 
The date definition query added in ArcGIS Pro is not querying correctly in Map Viewer when 
published as a map service. 

BUG-000166948 
The map service query operation returns integer values for the esriFieldTypeDouble field type 
for a layer from the BigQuery database. 

ENH-000127465 
Add the option "Allow assignment of unique numeric IDs for map service publishing" for 
Relationship Classes. 

ENH-000141330 
Improve bivariate symbology in ArcGIS Pro to enable mapping by discrete colors and 
proportional symbols that are combined within the legend for easier map comprehension. 

ENH-000167446 
Add support for orderBy and returnCountOnly with queryRelatedRecords operations on map 
services. 

ENH-000167447 Add support for new time-aware option, which is static and non-field-driven, for map services. 

ENH-000167448 Add support for the new type "Subtype Group Table" for map services. 

 



      ArcGIS Enterprise 11.3 Issues Addressed List 

 

OGC Services 

Top 

BUG-000159963 An OGC Web Feature Service (WFS) does not provide the z-value. 

BUG-000161060 
The WFS GetFeature requests are processed significantly slower by ArcGIS Server 11.1 than 
ArcGIS Server 10.9.1 for large feature classes. 

BUG-000162303 
A Web Feature Service (WFS) returns invalid MultiPolygon geometries when the output format 
is GeoJSON. 

BUG-000165207 
When overwriting a map image layer with the Web Map Service (WMS) capability with newly 
added layers, the new layers are missing when printed. 

 

Printing 

Top 

BUG-000137305 In ArcGIS Pro, the print layouts display the legend box even if there is no content on the map. 

BUG-000157661 
Unable to display a feature layer that uses a unique value rendering configured with 
Cartographic Information Model (CIM) symbols when exporting a map using the ArcGIS Online 
print service. 

BUG-000162944 The Legend tool for image services fails to print when zoomed out. 

BUG-000162994 Print service returns a local path instead of a URL when prompted to return a report. 

BUG-000162995 The default print service lists two non-existent layout templates. 

BUG-000163345 
A custom printing tool published from ArcGIS Pro 3.0.x or ArcGIS Pro 3.1.x to ArcGIS Enterprise 
11.1 stops working when ArcGIS Pro is installed in the same machine and upgraded to ArcGIS 
Pro 3.2. 

ENH-000166947 
The print service should support sort-by and row-limit in table-frame elements in a layout 
template. 

 

Publishing 

Top 

BUG-000156892 
The following error message, "Error 999999" is returned when exporting a file geodatabase 
larger than 10 GB from ArcGIS Enterprise. 

BUG-000157481 
When publishing a Microsoft Excel file, may encounter an error Fail to set the field type to 
'String'. 

BUG-000161487 Unable to publish a CSV file as a hosted feature layer if the number of rows exceed 60,000. 

BUG-000163245 
Unable to upload a CSV file in Portal for ArcGIS. The error message, "Error analyzing file" is 
returned for any CSV file over 2 KB in size. 

BUG-000164817 
Publishing a referenced map service containing data from two different database connections 
fails and returns the error, "Failed to create the service.: Updating the server connection string 
for layer failed." 



      ArcGIS Enterprise 11.3 Issues Addressed List 

 

Security 

Top 

BUG-000162099 

The refreshMembership operation with the retrieved enterprise user name returns the error 
message, "java.lang.Exception: The server at 
'https://:7443/arcgis/sharing/rest/community/refreshUserMembership' returned an error. 
Internal Server Error." 

BUG-000164104 

When an ArcGIS Online organization has multifactor authentication enabled and enforced, 
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) accounts exempted from the multifactor 
authentication enforcement return the "Your organization requires Multifactor Authentication 
(MFA)" prompt after trying to log in to ArcGIS Online in ArcGIS Pro using an external browser. 

BUG-000165888 
Unable to import a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate with an unencoded URI in the 
Authority Information Access for ArcGIS Server. 

ENH-000142837 
In ArcGIS Enterprise, use the Microsoft Graph API to retrieve Microsoft Entra SAML group 
memberships larger than 150. 

ENH-000145592 
Automatically import the root and intermediate certificates from a web server certificate’s 
trust chain as trusted root/intermediate authorities for ArcGIS Server. 

ENH-000145593 
Automatically import the root and intermediate certificates from a web server certificate’s 
trust chain as trusted root/intermediate authorities for Portal for ArcGIS. 

ENH-000152485 
In ArcGIS Enterprise, add the ability to pre-invite OpenID Connect users from Microsoft Entra 
ID. 

 
 

ArcGIS Web Adaptor 

Top 

ENH-000167458 Update the ArcGIS Web Adaptor (IIS) to take advantage of .NET 8.0. 

 

Installations and Upgrades 

Top 

BUG-000164769 
An ArcGIS Enterprise upgrade to version 11.2 performed with ArcGIS Enterprise Cloud Builder 
for Microsoft Azure fails when a three-character Microsoft Azure Resource Manager (ARM) 
prefix is configured. 

BUG-000167526 
Portal for ArcGIS upgrade fails to display completed state in Enterprise portal website when 
configured to be highly available. 

 


